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For many years, a significant number of  
Continuing Care Retirement Communities 
(CCRCs) have been concerned that the very  
category used to describe them actually  
limited consumer interest. In particular, the 
terms “continuing care” and “retirement” were 
perceived to have negative connotations among 
potential residents, leaving them with the  
impression that these communities were only  
for older, less healthy people who need care. 
 
Plymouth Harbor on Sarasota Bay is proud  
to be part of a nationwide initiative to rename 
“Continuing Care Retirement Communities” 
(CCRC) as “Life Plan Communities.” This  
initiative was designed to help communicate  
to the public that communities like Plymouth 
Harbor are about so much more than care: we 
are about life, and living life to its fullest. 
 

The selection of the name Life Plan  
Community is the result of a multi-year effort  
led by LeadingAge, the national association of 
not-for-profit senior living organizations, in  
conjunction with a task force consisting of  
five leading marketing and research firms that 
specialize in senior living. Hundreds of ideas for 
a new name were submitted by CCRCs around 
the country through a national “NameStorming” 
process, and the top names were then tested  
for consumer understanding and acceptance 
through a series of surveys and focus groups. 
 
Why has Plymouth Harbor adopted the “Life 
Plan Community” branding category? As you 
may be observing, the senior living landscape is 
preparing for the tremendous wave of adults  
who will start turning 75 in about five years.  
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Research has consistently shown that this  
next generation of potential residents does  
not respond positively to the term “Continuing 
Care Retirement Community.” They are self-
directed planners who aren’t looking only  
for “care;” rather, they want a life filled with 
possibilities, options, and choices. 
 
People who move to Plymouth Harbor, and 
other Life Plan Communities, tend to be  
planners; they’ve made decisions to ensure 
they have a solid plan in place for their future. 
A Life Plan Community provides just what 
they need. It allows “planning” and “living” to 
merge. Having a plan in place — the security 
of the safety net provided by the availability of 
healthcare, coupled with the freedom from not 
having to manage all the day-to-day tasks that 
come with homeownership — allows for living 
life to the fullest. 
 
“We’re excited about the new branding  
category,” said Gordon Okawa, Vice President 
of Marketing and Community Affairs. “It draws 
attention to our community being about life, 
and not only about care. Prior generations 
looked at retirement community options more 
reactively, that is, after a possible health event 
affected them directly. Now, the ‘baby boomer’ 
generation tends to be more proactive in their 
decision-making process and wanting a plan 
and back-up plan in place prior to ‘needing’  
or ‘being forced’ to make a decision.  
 
Plymouth Harbor has had the privilege of  
serving multiple generations of residents  
over its 50 plus years, and with each successive 
generation, there is a lesson learned from the 
previous one. I think all the current residents 

can guess what that one is — ‘we should have 
done this five years ago.’ 
 
We have definitely noticed a trend over  
the past two to three years of an increasing 
number of prospects who are between the  
ages of 68 and 76 exploring their options  
and subsequently getting on our Harbor Club 
wait list.” 
 
The future is bright for Plymouth Harbor,  
with increasing emphasis on the many aspects 
of successful aging. In the coming years, we 
will continue to be the preferred Life Plan 
Community for multi-generations of older 
adults who desire an active lifestyle that  
challenges their physical, mental, intellectual, 
emotional, social, and spiritual well-being. 
 
 
 

Note: The Florida Office of Insurance Regulations 
(OIR) still requires Plymouth Harbor to disclose  
itself legally as a CCRC under Chapter 651, Florida 
Statutes, in any promotional or marketing/
advertising materials, since the State of Florida has 
yet to change or update its language to reflect this 
new term of “Life Plan Community” in the statutes. 

(continued from page 1) 
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MacNeil Chapel is a destination spot in the 
morning! The sun streams through the stained 
glass windows projecting the same pattern  
onto the front wall, making the Chapel appear 
to be a corner with stained glass windows on 
each side. I notice it each day...as a reminder  
of the beauty in, around, and among us.  
 
While I was in the main lobby one day last week I saw a resident  
in her motorized wheelchair waiting for an elevator, but each time  
it stopped it was crowded so she waved it on.  Shortly, a resident 
with limited vision came along – and when he found out that the 
first resident was having trouble, he said, “Come along, ____, I’ll  
see that you make it to your apartment.” The beauty of that  
moment was a reflection of the chapel windows in the morning.    
 
My mind easily goes back to 2012 when Hurricane Sandy slammed into Long Beach, New York (on Long  
Island), and within moments our friends, Robert, Sarah and their two children, were isolated. Within hours, 
their house and cars were destroyed, and within days, their jobs were gone. This beautiful young couple I  
had married was left with nothing but their little family in a high school gym. They survived the experience, 
but their lasting memory of those endless months was not devastation, but being overwhelmed with the 
goodness of people, many of them strangers!     
 
We humans have a knack for coming together and rising up to our potential in the face of need. Whether  
it be friends with problems, strangers in need, or natural disasters, we are brought out of our small selves  
and into the world, ready to lend a hand. For some, this experience is life-changing, but for many others, this 
is simply a part of life. I see the cars leaving Plymouth Harbor every day, residents on their way to volunteer  
at the Women’s Resource Center, Resurrection House, All Faiths Food Bank, Habitat for Humanity, the  
Salvation Army, Sarasota and Manatee schools, Mote Marine Laboratory, and countless others.   
 
As often, I see residents giving of themselves in-house, for friends and neighbors. Have you ever been the  
recipient of someone else’s attention or help? Our first reaction is often “I’m alright, I can take care of  
myself,” but when we allow others “into our world,” our lives are changed and those who are willing to step 
into the position of helper are changed as well. We feel more connected to the people we are helping as well 
as more connected to humanity in general. We often find that it’s easier to be happy when we’re motivated 
by an effort to make the world a better place.  
 
Stop by the Chapel any sunny day and watch the sun pouring through windows – creating beauty! See if it 
doesn’t remind you of the beauty in, around, and among us. 
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We Remember 
George Doty 
February 16, 2017 

— Chaplain Dick Sparrow  

FINDING THE BEAUTY 



 

 

  

Most organizations that offer care for  
persons with dementia adopt a care model  
that is pervasive throughout the organization. 
That approach becomes the standard for  
training employees and techniques offered  

for family members. At Plymouth Harbor, we  
have adopted the Positive Approach™ to Care 
(PAC) as our care delivery model. PAC was developed by Teepa Snow, whose techniques and training 
models are used throughout the world.   
 
As part of the campus-wide readiness for our new memory care program, we have initiated several 

levels of PAC training for all of our employees on caring for and interacting with persons with  
dementia. We will continue in this vein and expand the training to include our internal resident 
community, family members, and the community-at-large.  
 
Our overall goal for the program associated with the new Memory Care Residence is to become a 
premier leader in education and training, locally and nationally, in providing innovative care for  

individuals and families experiencing cognitive decline associated with dementia. Our education  
and training will include: 
  

Educational programs for our own employees who deliver loving, patient, hands-on care in 
the Positive Approach to Care techniques. 

 

Ongoing family support and one-on-one counseling,  through collaborations with nationally 
recognized leaders, when loved ones need to know they are not alone in this process and that 
intimacy and meaningful relationships remain important and achievable.   
 

Education and training offerings for community members  outside of the Plymouth Harbor 

campus in order to demystify and normalize the behaviors associated with dementia -related 
diseases. Cognitive decline does not mean that we must lose our close friendships and social 
connections.    
 

Lecture series with internationally -known speakers who will bring us hope that the latest  
      research, treatments, and caregiving techniques are continuously tested and improved 

throughout the world. 
 
In expanding this program, we hope to bring comfort and expertise to the community so that a  
diagnosis of dementia does not result in social isolation or unnecessary burdens on those affected 
and their loved ones. We believe that we can help provide the tools and support needed for families 
to continue in meaningful relationships and close friendships throughout their journey.  

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP  

A COMMITMENT TO MEMORY 
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New residents Darlene and Dick Carroll grew up  
in Chicago and Pittsburgh, respectively. Upon  
meeting her big brother’s 1st grade teacher, Dar 
(short for Darlene) wanted to be a nun. This 
changed while attending an all-girls high school  
and being fixed up for every boys school dance.  
At age eight, Dick wanted to be a doctor and never 
changed his mind. He graduated from Cleveland’s 
John Carroll University and won his M.D. at Loyola’s 
Stritch School of Medicine in Chicago.  
 
At Loyola, he also won Dar, who was working and 
taking classes. Married, they moved to Cleveland  
for Dick’s internship. Dar worked and studied at 
Case Western Reserve University. The Vietnam  
War took Dr. Carroll, now a U.S. Army Major,  
and Mrs. Carroll to Germany for three years.  
Dick was a Battalion Surgeon working on base  
in Friedberg, but also went “to the field” as the  
enlisted men were preparing for war. Dar continued 
classes in Frankfurt, was assigned President of the 
Officers’ Wives, and birthed their son, Slate, and 
daughter, Amber. They also were fortunate to  
travel extensively, oftentimes camping in or out  
of their elderly VW Beetle.  
 
After this incredible experience, they moved to 
Durham, North Carolina, where Dick attended  
Duke University for his ophthalmology residency. 
Dar again took classes at UNC. Three years later, 
Dick continued his training with a fellowship in  
oculoplastic surgery in Houston. This time, no  
classes for Dar. She, Slate, and Amber enjoyed the 
apartment pool and Houston’s museums.  
 
Dick began his private practice in Minneapolis/St. 
Paul, where he was the first fully-trained oculoplastic 
surgeon. From 1974 to 2010, he not only had his  
private practice, but was also a clinical professor at  
the University of Minnesota. Dar decided finally  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
to focus and got a BS in interior design from the  
U of M. She opened her own Summit Designs, but 
eventually gave it up to volunteer. “I did my best 
work as a volunteer,” she remarked. She then  
became a docent at the Minneapolis Institute of  
Art, and after 30 years, is now an Honorary Docent, 
focusing on the Prairie School Architecture.  
 
The Carrolls chose Siesta Key for frequent visits  
because their son Slate moved here during college. 
He lives here with his wife Kellie and daughter  
Chelsie — the Carrolls’ much-loved, one-and-only 
grandchild.  
 
How did the Carrolls find Plymouth Harbor?  
Daughter Amber, who works with seniors in  
California, located it. Both Dar and Dick liked it  
immediately. “More amazing, our families agreed 
with us — not always the case,” said Dick with a 
smile. 
 
Arts and music are travel motivators for the  
Carrolls. Dar has also found delving into other  
cultures, volunteering, and adventure appealing.  
She has trekked in the Himalayas and climbed  
Kilimanjaro, while Dick has focused on opera and 
taken extensive bicycle trips.  
 
The Carrolls have a home and business connections 
in Minneapolis, so they expect to travel north from 
time to time.  
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DICK AND DARLENE CARROLL 
APT. E-306    EXT. 235  

—  Sallie VanArsdale 
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Ann Anderson radiates energy and friendliness.  
As with so many interviews I have conducted  
with new residents, the session turned into a lively 
conversation. As we talked, I learned that Ann,  
after getting her BA in English literature and  
philosophy from the University of Minnesota  
(Cum Laude), did not follow the usual job route  
for these majors. After her marriage to Steven,  
she worked briefly as a social worker in St. Paul. 
She told me that her work on aid to women with 
dependent children was an eye-opener that set  
her on a path from liberal Unitarian to full-fledged 
humanitarian. Because she herself is adopted, she 
welcomed an offer to work with placing children 
whose mothers were unable to keep them.  
 
But this was just one step in Ann’s multifaceted 
life. When her children, son Bruce and daughter 
Liz, were born, she became a full-time mother. 
Once they were grown, Ann went back to  
school, gaining her RN (with honors) from the 
community college in Brazos Port, Texas, near 
where her husband’s career had taken them. She 
worked as a nurse for several years, writing a  
patient manual during her tenure. 
 
The Andersons have bred, trained, and  
shown Rummer Run Boxers for a number of  
years. They no longer are able to keep any of  
them at home. The dogs are now cared for,  
shown, and bred by the Andersons’ close friends 
and handlers in Birmingham, Alabama. Ann’s  
love of the breed is evidenced by membership on 
the board of the American Boxer Charitable Trust. 
Her interest in the animal kingdom also extends to 
the species we see flying past our windows here at 
Plymouth Harbor. She is a co-founder and current 
board member of Sarasota’s Save Our Seabirds.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steven Anderson also took a sharp turn from  
a BA in history at the University of Minnesota 
to the medical sales business. He worked with  
several pacemaker companies over the years.  
Fascinated by new research at the University of  
Alabama on freezing harvested heart valves for  
use in surgery, he wished to promote this  
breakthrough process that allowed more patients 
to receive implants and started his own company, 
CryoLife. Doctors loved the idea, but, as Ann  
informed me, getting financing was the hardest 
part. He succeeded, however, and the company 
flourished and now trades on the New York Stock 
Exchange.  
 
The Andersons have lived in various places:  
Minnesota, Wisconsin, St. Petersburg, Florida, 
Texas, and for about 30 years in Atlanta and  
part-time in Sarasota—first on Bird Key and  
then on Longboat, where they became full-time 
Sarasotans and still own a house. Although only 
halfway moved in, Ann is eager to participate  
in and contribute to our community.  

ANN ANDERSON 
APT. W-212    EXT. 271  

— Celia Catlett 



 

 

  

In recent months, the Community Involvement section  
of the Harbor Light has focused on residents’ efforts  
within the Sarasota community. This month, we hope  
to highlight the many ways residents give generously  
of their time within Plymouth Harbor.  

 
Residents devote countless hours to enhancing the  
lives of their neighbors. While some work in different  
capacities in the Smith Care Center, others work closely  
with staff to enhance programming and educational opportunities. Additionally, a major way that 
residents donate their time is through various positions on our resident committees.  

 
Whether putting talents from a career into practice, or learning new skills, residents have the  
ability to work on 20 different committees — where leadership is continually looking for new and 
fresh ideas as well as new members. In fact, according to Addie Hurst, the Residents Association’s  
Executive Council Liaison to Committees, the annual resident Committee Fair was started for this 
very reason.  

 
Judy Liersch, who began the fair last year, says her inspiration came from activity fairs she attended 
back in college. “You were able to get to know people. It was quaint, custom, and introduced you to 
things you may not have considered.” A committee chair herself, Judy says it’s hard to guess who 
might be interested in which committee and she wanted a way for people to express their interest. 
 
This year’s Committee Fair was held on February 19th in the Café. A chairperson and representative 

from each committee was present to share information and help answer questions. Residents were 
able to give their contact information if they were interested in joining a committee, and in the case 
that a committee was filled, a resident’s name was placed on a sort of “waiting list.”  
 
What can you do if you’re interested in getting involved, but weren’t able to attend the fair? Two 
things. First, you can contact Addie Hurst at Ext. 572. The second thing you can do is visit the library, 

where there is a book entitled “What Goes on at Committee Meetings” that contains minutes from 
each committee’s meetings. The book is a new addition to the library and will be available in mid-
March. “It’s a great way for residents to get a taste or flavor for each committee and decide for  
themselves if they’d like to get involved,” Addie says.  
 
Residents are encouraged to reach out at any time throughout the year to express interest in a  

committee, as you never know when an opening will occur. Additionally, beginning this year,  
committee member and leadership term renewals will occur in December rather than April.  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
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RESIDENT COMMITTEE FAIR 



 

 

  

Are you finding that tasks such as opening jars, turning doorknobs,  
using a key or even opening a package are becoming increasingly  

difficult to perform? Then you may benefit from including the  
following hand-strengthening exercises into your weekly routine  

to help improve your grip strength and range of motion.  
 

First, let’s talk about the main types of grips you’ll be enhancing. The crush grip is used when holding or 
closing your hand around an object. The pinch grip is used to hold an object with just your fingertips or 

pinching something together (i.e. holding a pen). The support grip uses your finger and thumb muscles,  
allowing you to hold on to things for a long time, such as a dumbbell in an exercise class. Finally, although 

not a “grip,” a hand extension works the opposing muscles to the flexors to help maintain muscle balance 
and stability between the two groups. Using simple pieces of equipment, or none at all, you can improve the 

strength of these important muscles. There are numerous hand exercises, a few are listed below. Let’s begin 
with exercises that require no equipment. 
 

Fist to Open Fingers 

Make a tight fist, then open your hand fully and spread your fingers. Repeat 3-5 times on each hand. 
 

Open Hand Finger Lift 

Place your open hand palm down on a flat surface. Begin lifting each finger up off the surface, one at a time.  
Then, keeping your palm on the surface, lift all fingers at once. Repeat 3-5 times on each hand. 
 

Thumb and Finger Touch 

Hold your open hand in front of you and begin touching your thumb with one finger at a time. When you 
have touched each finger, go in the reverse order on the same hand. Repeat this 3 times, then perform the 

exercise on the other hand. For an added challenge, try performing the exercise on both hands at the same 
time. For variety and challenge, you may choose to use equipment for your exercises, such as a small hand 

exercise ball, a tennis ball (if possible, cut in half so it will be easier to use), and a simple rubber band.  
 

Rubber Band Hand Extensions 
Place the rubber band around your fingers and thumb.  Keeping your fingers straight, open your hand by 

spreading your fingers apart; then allow them to close again.  Repeat this exercise for 3-5 times on each hand. 
 

Tennis Ball (or Exer-ball) Crush 

Place the ball in the palm of your hand, close your hand, and squeeze (crush) the ball for several seconds,  
release, and repeat a 3-5 times in each hand. 
 

Ball Pinch 

Hold the ball with only your fingertips and thumb. Now pinch the ball, hold a few seconds, and release.  
Repeat this 3-5 times on each hand.  You might also try pinching the ball with one finger and thumb at a 

time. Complete this exercise on both hands. 
 

Master these exercises, and you will see improved hand strength and flexibility. If you are interested in  
additional hand strengthening exercises, please contact Chris Valuck at Ext 377. 

GRIP STRENGTH 

WELLNESS 
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In the January 2017 issue of Harbor Light, we introduced the  
Licensed Practical Nursing (LPN) clinicals program from Suncoast 
Technical College (STC) that is partnering with our Smith Care  
Center. Now, we’d like to introduce STC’s Certified Nursing Assistant 
program, which began working with the SCC at the end of February.  
 
This program, known as the Health Careers Program, is the first  
step toward a future in nursing for many students. The program  
works with high school juniors and seniors from schools across the 
county who are interested in both nursing and overall healthcare.  
 
In their first semester, students learn about the broader spectrum  
of healthcare; in their second semester, they focus on nursing  
curriculum. During this time, students perform clinicals for the  
period of one month at various facilities in the area, including  
Plymouth Harbor — spending half the day on their school campus 
and the other half performing clinicals. At the completion of the  
program, students have the option to take the state CNA Exam.  
While many choose this option, others decide to further their  
nursing education and enroll in STC’s LPN program.  
 
According to Clinical Instructor Linda Hart, RN, MSN, STC is the  
only high school program that offers training in hands-on patient  
care. Linda joined STC 16 years ago, and throughout the years, she  
has seen the program grow from three students to over 160. Today, the program has anywhere from  
nine to 13 students onsite with instructors. In the SCC, students are paired with a CNA, and are able to 
assist with items such as denture care, hair and nail care, range-of-motion exercises, meal assistance,  
and more. “It’s a natural fit because many of Plymouth Harbor’s nurses graduated from this program,” 
Linda says.  
 
Karen Novak, SCC Director of Health Services, adds, “Care is the essence of nursing and the dominant, 
distinctive, and unifying feature.” She goes on to say that care is taught day-by-day by working with the 
novice learner. Stepping into a new environment can overwhelm anyone, but the nurses in the SCC help 
to guide STC’s students through their first experiences in healthcare, giving them permission to ask 
questions, seek out answers, and learn as much as possible in the process.  
 
“It’s the joy of my life. This program changes our students’ lives,” Linda says. “It gives them confidence 
and a purpose for learning — what a gift.” 

AN ENHANCED EMPHASIS ON LEARNING: 

CNA STUDENT CLINICALS 

THE CONTINUUM 
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Wednesday, March 15th 
11:00 a.m.— 12:00 p.m.  

 

We will use our Biodex  
balance machine and will  
also perform the TUG test  
and the Functional Reach  

test, both of which are  
evidence-based and  

standardized to assess fall  
risk, mobility, and both  

static and dynamic balance. 
 

Follow up from these  
assessments may include  

referral to Physical Therapy  
for balance training or  
recommendations for  

specific wellness classes. 
 

Call Ext. 166 to sign up. 
Reservations required. 

Space is limited. 

SCC THERAPY  

BALANCE CLINIC 



 

 

  

In January, we said goodbye to a longtime friend of  
Plymouth Harbor, Priscilla Heindel. Priscilla and her  
husband Dennis moved to Sarasota from Massachusetts  
in 1988, and into Plymouth Harbor in 1997. They were 
members of the First Congregational United Church of 
Christ in Sarasota. Dennis passed away in 2006, and in  
2011 Priscilla moved to Albuquerque to be closer to family.   
 
Priscilla has been a loyal annual donor to the Foundation, through their Donor Advised Fund at the  
Community Foundation of Sarasota County. We learned of her death in February and subsequently received 
a gift in memory of the couple. Their daughter, Kathy Kuy, has been very kind in representing Priscilla over 
the last few years. Priscilla spent her final years at an assisted living residence in Albuquerque. We wish to 
extend our sympathy to the family of Priscilla and Dennis Heindel, for the loss of their mother, and a kind 
thank you for the support over the years to make life at Plymouth Harbor the best it can be. We are honored 
to welcome our newest member to the MacNeil Society.   

 

 
 

The grief of losing someone near and dear to us is very personal. Comfort may come in a variety of forms.  
When my mother died at age 73 (way too soon, in my mind), I struggled with doing something meaningful 
and positive at a time when I wasn’t feeling too positive. Since her illness was very rare, I couldn’t make a  
donation to support research into it, as there wasn’t really an organization that did that. What I, and others, 
settled on was a non-profit that she gave to throughout her lifetime. Somehow, through making a donation 
in her memory to an organization that she was passionate about made sense to me, and it helped me to find 
some comfort with her death.   
 
Memorial gifts to the Plymouth Harbor Foundation have been a source of comfort to families, knowing that 
gifts support programs and capital projects for the good of everyone at Plymouth Harbor. In 2016 alone, over 
100 memorial gifts were made, totaling more than $14,000.We put these donated dollars to work supporting 
programs, employee education, training, hardship cases, and many other causes. Just as I had received some 
comfort knowing that another’s life would be made better as a result of my mother’s death, our hope is that 
memorial donors find peace and solace knowing the same.   

 

 
 

In 2015, a Foundation trustee phoned a resident donor to thank her for her gift to the Foundation. During 
their conversation, the donor mentioned that she didn’t know a lot about the Foundation and thought that it 
might be nice to have a tea every now and then so that residents can ask questions and learn about the good 
things the Foundation is doing. Since then, nearly 60 guests have attended one of the Foundation Teas. They 
are small groups, typically hosted by two Foundation trustees, and held in one of the colony card rooms. If 
you have not come to a Foundation Tea, and are interested, please call Becky Pazkowski at Ext. 398 and we 
will be sure to add you to the guest list for the future.   

THE SPIRIT OF PHILANTHROPY 
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FAREWELL TO A LONGTIME FRIEND 

MEMORIAL GIFTS OFFER PEACE 

FOUNDATION TEAS 

— Becky Pazkowski 



 

 

  

Among the top reasons for moving into a Life Plan Community  
is a sense of security. Security, however, can take on several forms.  
By moving into Plymouth Harbor, residents can let go of their  
worries and take comfort in the fact that they will always be  
cared for. With helpful, friendly staff and a full continuum of  
care, residents know that any future needs can be provided within 
the community.  
 
Furthermore, there is an increased sense of safety, freedom, and 
community — as residents are no longer responsible for the day- 
to-day demands of homeownership and are able to get to know  
their neighbors and engage in an abundance of new activities. Of 
course, there is also the added benefit of 24/7 security monitoring 
and security staff.  
 
In total, Plymouth Harbor has 13 security officers, who each have  
first responder experience in a variety of different backgrounds  
—including law enforcement, military, and general security. In  
fact, combined experience in the security department here at  
Plymouth Harbor is more than 275 years.  On any given day, there 
are three security personnel on campus during the day shift, and  
two during the second and third shifts. Throughout the entire  
campus, there are over 40 security cameras, with plans to install  
several additional cameras after the completion of the Northwest 
Garden Building.  
 

While you may see and know many members of the security 
team, there is much that goes on behind the scenes. During each  
shift, security staff provide mobile and foot patrol of the campus;  
respond to alarms; aid with resident/guest assistance; assist in parking; provide shuttle service; guard 
against theft; maintain overall security; and write reports of daily activities and irregularities, such as 
equipment or property damage, theft, trespassers, or unusual occurrences. The Front Desk also aids  
in the security process by facilitating calls and serving as campus watch, keeping a close eye on all 
closed-circuit security cameras.  
 

What sets Plymouth Harbor’s security team apart? According to Lyall Smith, Director of Concierge  
and Security Services, their willingness to go the extra mile, cooperating with all other departments. 
“Oftentimes, security staff are the only ones on campus after hours to assist with numerous requests, 
from simple to complex challenges,” he adds. “Plymouth Harbor is a ‘mini city,’ which creates similar 
demands of our security officers as they are the first responders on duty.” 

DEPARTMENTAL FEATURE 
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 Lori Hoskins,  
Dining Services  

 

“Through all her positions, 
Lori has always been so  

positive and has had a happy 
disposition. She always goes 
above and beyond for staff 

and residents. From making a 
resident comfortable when 
stressing over a reservation  

to a last-minute party  
platter for a last-minute  

unannounced guest. Lori also 
jumps in to help staff no  

matter what — from helping 
on the floor to hemming pants 

and sewing buttons and  
everything in between.”  

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH 

SECURITY IN ITS MANY FORMS 
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HARBOR HAPPENINGS 

PAUL PAZKOWSKI  
6:00—7:00 p.m. 
March 2nd, 9th, 23rd 
 

JIM MYERS  
5:15—6:15 p.m. 
March 16th, 30th 

UPCOMING EVENTS  

Career analyst Dan Pink examines motivation, evaluating a fact that social  
scientists know, but managers don't: traditional rewards aren't always effective.  
 

Wednesday, March 1st at 4:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.   

TED TALK: THE PUZZLE OF MOTIVATION BY DAN PINK  

FUTURIST DAVID HOULE: THIS SPACESHIP EARTH 

The reason for humanity to create Crew Consciousness to face Climate Change.  
 

Wednesday, March 29th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

Join Harry Hobson, Joe Devore, and Becky Pazkowski for the final part in this 
series as they describe program components for our Memory Care Residence.  
 

Friday, March 17th at 3:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

A LOOK INSIDE: THE NWG, PART 3: MEMORY CARE PROGRAM 

Marco Pahor, M.D., Director, Institute on Aging, University of Florida, is  
onsite to discuss “The Benefits of Physical Activity for Maintaining Mobility.”   
 

Thursday, March 2nd at 4:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall. 

HEALTH MATTERS: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & MOBILITY 

WITH HARRY  
Friday, March 10th 
at 10:00 a.m.  
 
WITH CHEF RENÉ  
Tuesday, March 21st 
at 2:00 p.m.  

A LOOK INSIDE: THE NWG, PART 2: POSITIVE APPROACH™ TO CARE  

Join us for this presentation with Brandi Burgess, Social Worker, discussing 
the Positive Approach to Care (PAC) by Teepa Snow.  
 

Friday, March 3rd at 3:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

HEARING LOSS AND REHABILITATION 

Join us for a Q&A with Jennifer Duncan, Au.D., CCC-A, of Center for Hearing.  
 

Tuesday, March 28th at 4:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW 

Bring your antiques to our very  
own Antiques Roadshow! Expert   
Bruce Crissy will evaluate their  
origin, history, and worth.  
 

Thursday, March 30th. Club Room, 3:00 p.m.  



 

 

  

 

HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE 

What’s that new brown bin on the way to the swimming  
pool? It’s a place for items you wish to donate to worthy  
causes. There’s a bin for All Faiths Food Bank, Resurrection 
House, Sarasota County Animal Services, and one for those 
thousands of plastic and paper bags for Meals on Wheels. 
Does knowing this help you tidy your apartment? 

UPCOMING EVENTS  
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SARASOTA INSTITUTE OF LIFETIME LEARNING: GLOBAL ISSUES SERIES III 
March 2nd: Saudi Arabia in a Time of Social, Political, Economic, & Religious Change; 
March 9th: "Electoral Votes: What Were the Founders Thinking? What Would They 
Do Today?" March 16th: The Doomsday Clock: How Close to Midnight; March 23rd: 
Condition Critical: Life & Death in Israel/Palestine; March 30th: Middle East Policy 
Options for the New Administration           
  

Thursdays at 10:30 a.m. in Pilgrim Hall. Cost: $6.50 per lecture. Call Ext. 512 to sign up. 

92ND STREET Y ON DEMAND  

Our Turn: Women Directing on Broadway. Journalist Lisa Birnbach hosts a 
conversation with three of Broadway’s most influential women directors. 
 

Wednesday, March 8th at 3:30 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

ASOLO THEATRE GUILD PLAYREADERS, WITH SUSAN MAUNTEL 
A reading of Last Tango in Little Grimley, a comedy about community theatre.  
 

Thursday, March 9th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

BUS OUTING: SARASOTA COUNTY LANDFILL  

Ever wondered where your trash goes if you don’t recycle it? Join us for a tour 
of the Sarasota County Landfill. Cost: $10 plus Dutch Treat Lunch. 
 

Tuesday, March 21st. Bus Departs: 10:30 a.m. Call Ext. 252 to sign up.  

MORAL CONVERSATIONS WITH CHAPLAIN SPARROW 

Join Chaplain Sparrow to discuss “sins of omission.” Call Ext. 399 to sign up.  
 

Tuesday, March 28th at 11:30 a.m. in the Private Dining Room.  

DAVE SANDERSON: MOMENTS MATTER  
US Airways Flight 1549 passenger discusses the miracle on the Hudson River.  
 

Thursday, March 23rd at 4:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

BUS OUTING:  
MANATEE LAGOON 

Friday, March 31st.  
Bus Departs:  8:45 a.m.  
Call Ext. 252 to sign up. 
Cost: $15 plus Dutch  
           Treat Lunch 



 

 

  

 

ARTS, CREATIVITY, AND EDUCATION 

UPCOMING EVENTS  

DRUM CIRCLE 

Drum Circle Facilitator, Jana Broder, invites you to experience the positive  
energy from shared rhythm. Djembe drums are provided.    

Monday, March 13th at 4:00 p.m. in the Club Room.   
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Roving magicians David Pitchford and Stevie Dee will perform.  
 

Tuesday, March 14th from 5:00-7:30 p.m. in the Mayflower Restaurant.  

A TASTE OF MAGIC 

AARP MATURE DRIVER COURSE 

Tuesday, March 14th from 9:00 a.m.—3:30 p.m. Call Ext 252 to sign up.  

Completion of this course provides a certificate for a three -year discount on 
your auto insurance. Cost: $15 for AARP members, $20 for non-members.  

MUSICIAN PETER SALOMON 

Musician Peter Salomon will share his talents, singing and playing piano.  

Thursday, March 16th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

“BEATRIX POTTER AND PETER RABBIT”  
 

Wednesday, March 22nd  
at 3:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall  

FRENCH FILM: FAR FROM MEN 

In 1950s Algeria, a schoolteacher agrees to deliver an admitted murderer to a 
French court for trial.  
 

Saturday, March 18th at 7:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

BUS OUTING: DALI MUSEUM FRIDA KAHLO EXHIBIT 

Friday, March 24th. Bus Departs: 9:45 a.m.   

Join us for an outing to the Frida Kahlo Exhibit at the Dali Museum in St.  
Petersburg. Cost: $43 plus Dutch Treat Lunch. Call Ext. 252 to sign up.  



 

 

  

NEW IN THE LIBRARY 

*Indicates a gift. NEW BOOKS 
FICTION, REGULAR PRINT 
The Afterlife of Stars by Joseph Kertes (2017)  
Below the Belt by Stuart Woods (2017) 
Casting Bones by Don Bruns 
The Fall Guy by James Lasdun 
Find Her by Lisa Gardner  
The Mistress by Danielle Steel (2017) 
Never Never* by James Patterson  
The Orphan’s Tale by Pam Jenoff (2017) 
Rather Be the Devil by Ian Rankin  
The Rising* by Heather Grand and Jon Land  
Shadow Play* by Iris Johansen 
The Twenty-Three* by Linwood Barclay 

 
FICTION, LARGE PRINT 
Echoes in Death by J.D. Robb (2017) 
The Mistress by Danielle Steel (2017) 

 
NON-FICTION, REGULAR PRINT 
An Army at Dawn* by Rick Atkinson 
Ball Four: 20th Anniversary Edition by Jim Bouton 
Between You and Me by Mary Norris 
Boone: A Biography* by Robert Morgan 
Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood  
 by Trevor Noah (2017) 
Good Bones and Simple Murders by Margaret Atwood 
In the Slender Margin* by Eve Joseph 
Killing the Rising Sun by Bill O’Reilly & Martin Dugard 
The Magnolia Story* by Chip and Joanna Gaines 

NEW DVDS 
Blood 
The Broken Tower 
The Brothers Grimm 
Carnage 
City Lights* 
Cosmopolis 
Denial 
Free Man 
Harvest 
I Love Lucy: Season One* 
Inferno 
Inspector Clouseau 
Midsomer Murders: Season One (3 discs) 
No Orchids for Miss Blandish 
Nothing Left Unsaid 
One World Trade Center* 
Our Kind of Traitor 
Pandas of the Sleeping Dragon 
Perks of Being a Wallflower 
Poldark: Season Two 
Rhineland 
The Water is Wide 

 

“The Swerve: How the World Became Modern” 

By: Stephen Greenblatt  
 

Discussion led by Sue Johnson, with special  
guest Elisa Hansen, head of library  
services at the Ringling Art Library 

 

Friday, March 10th, 4:00 p.m. in the Club Room 
Book Cost: $13, Call Ext. 252 
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Roving magicians David Pitchford and Stevie Dee will perform. 
 

Tuesday, March 14th from 5:00-7:30 p.m. in the Mayflower Restaurant.  



 

 

  

SUNDAY MOVIES 

AT THE MOVIES 

2:00 PM What’s So Bad About Feeling Good 
(1968)      Subtitles    94 minutes       NR 

Tender Mercies 
(1983)     No Subtitles     92 minutes      PG 

No movie  

The Kite Runner 
(2007)     Subtitles     128 minutes     PG-13 

 

G. Duncan Finlay 

Chair, Board of Trustees 

Harry Hobson 
President/CEO 

Garry Jackson 
Senior Vice President/CFO 

Gordon Okawa 
Vice President of  

Marketing & Community  
Affairs

 
Harbor Light Staff

Maryanne Shorin 

Director of Resident Services 
 

Kathy Messick 
Communications Coordinator

 
Harbor Light  

Biographers 

Isabel Pedersen,  Chair  

Jim Ahstrom 

Al Balaban 
Celia Catlett  

Lorna Hard 
Addie Hurst 

Helen Kelly 

Sallie VanArsdale 

Lee Yousri  
 

700 John Ringling Boulevard 

Sarasota, FL 34236-1551 

941.365.2600 

www.PlymouthHarbor.org 
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2:00 PM Thoroughly Modern Millie  
(1967)      Subtitles     138 minutes    G 

MARCH 5 

 
MARCH 12 

 
MARCH 26 

TUESDAY MOVIES AT 7:30 

 
MARCH 7 

 
MARCH 14 

 
MARCH 21 

7:00 PM Moonlight  
(2016)      Subtitles     111 minutes    R 

2:00 PM Ordinary People  

(1980)      Subtitles     124 minutes    R 

7:00 PM Manchester by the Sea  
(2016)      Subtitles     137 minutes    R 

 
MARCH 19 

2:00 PM Change of Habit 
(1969)      Subtitles    93 minutes       G 

7:00 PM Fences  
(2016)      Subtitles   139 minutes      PG-13 

7:00 PM Jackie 
(2016)     Subtitles    100 minutes      R 

 
MARCH 28 

Boy in the Striped Pajamas 
(2008)     No Subtitles     94 minutes     PG-13 

In March, we are doing a Sunday afternoon retrospective on          
Mary Tyler Moore—one of America’s most popular movie stars. 

MONDAY NIGHT SERIES 

Wolf Hall: Mondays at 7:30 in Pilgrim Hall 

https://www.facebook.com/PlymouthHarbor/

